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Section A:
Answer one question from each Group (1 and 2) in about 350 words each. (20x2=40)

Group 1: Prose
1. Why is the book in the 'The Book of Sand' described as monstrous?
2. The identity of the author is the same as that of his book. Do you agree with this statement? Answer with

reference to 'The Book of Sand' .

Group 2: Poems
3. The Duke treats his last Duchess not as a human being but as a beautiful object to be admired and possessed.

Do you agree?
4. The modern state provides its citizens all necessities and comforts but turns human being into statistics.

Discuss with reference to 'The Unknown Citizen'.
5. 'My Last Duchess,' as far as the relational dynamics between sexes is concerned, marks the limitations of the

period in which it was composed. Do you agree?

Section B:
6. Write short notes in about 60 words each on any two of these lines with reference to context (5x2=10):

a. 'Sir, 'twas all one! My favour at her breast. .. '
b. 'Nay, we'll go / Together down, sir. Notice Neptune, though, ... '
c. 'I opened the book at random. The script was strange to me.'
d. 'I suspect that he saw the Book of Books as a talisman.'
e. 'The Press are convinced that he bought a paper every day ... '

Section C:
7. Please read the passage carefully and answer the questions. Please tick the most appropriate choice (lxlO=lO):.

In order to define art correctly, it is necessary first of all to cease to consider it as a means to pleasure, and to
consider it as one of the conditions of human life. Viewing it in this way we cannot fail to observe that art is
one of the means of intercourse between man and man.

Every work of art causes the receiver to enter into a certain kind of relationship both with him who
produced or is producing the art and with all those who simultaneously, previously or subsequently had the
same artistic impression. Speech transmitting the thoughts and experience of men serves as a means of union
among them, and arts serves a similar purpose. The peculiarity of this latter means of intercourse
distinguishing it from intercourse by means of words consists in this, that whereas by words a man transmits
his thoughts to another, by art he transmits his feelings.

The activity of art is based on the fact that a man receiving through his sense of hearing or sight
another man's expression of feelings is capable of experiencing the emotion which moved the man who
expressed it. To take the simplest example: one man laughs, and another who hears becomes merry, or a man
weeps, and another who hears feels sad. A man is excited or irritated and another man seeing him is brought to



a similar state of mind. By his movements or by the sounds of his voice, a man expresses courage and ~
determination or sadness or calmness and this stage of mind passes on to others. A man suffers, manifestini
his sufferings by groan and spasms and this suffering transmits itself to other people.
And it is on this capacity of man to receive man's expression of feeling and to experience the feelings himsel1 .
that the activity of art is based. If a man infects another or others directly, immediately by his appearance or b)
the sounds, he gives vent to the very time he experiences the feeling; if he causes another man to yawn when
he himself cannot help yawning, or to laugh or cry when he himself is obliged to laugh or cry, or to suffe:
when he himself is suffering, that does not amount to art.

Art begins when one person with the object of joining another or others to him in one and the sam.
feeling expresses that feeling by certain external indications. To take the simplest example: a boy havin;
experienced, let us say fear on encountering a wolf relates the encounter and in order to evoke in others th .
feeling he has experienced describes himself his condition before the encounter, the surroundings the wood, hi'
own lightheartedness and then the wolfs appearance, its movements the distance between himself and the wolf
and so forth. All this if only the boy, when telling the story again experiences the feelings he has lived through
and infects the hearers and compels them to feel what he has felt is art.

1. To understand Art, it is necessary not to
consider it as only a means of:

a. emancipation
b. income
c. pleasure
d. authority

2. Art can facilitate:
a. correspondence between artists
b. connection between art objects
c. intercourse between man and man
d. liaison between art bodies

3. A man can infect others directly and
immediately:

a. by his books
b. by his appearances and sounds
c. by his family
d. by his degrees

4. By words one transmits his thoughts, by art one
transmits his:

a. feelings
b. his pedagogy
c. his pedigree
d. his qualification

5. Activity of art is based on our reception of:
a. another man's expression of feelings
b. another man's physiognomy
c. another man's epistemological structure
d. another man's cognitive abilities

6. It does not amount to art when one:
a. directly infects others by one's feelings
b. directly correlate the intellect
c. directly attacks someone
d. directly accuses others.

7. The Boy who narrates the experience of his
encounter with wolf must:

a. experience the feelings himself while
narrating
b. must not experience the feelings
c. anyone of the above
d. none of the above

8. If the Boy succeeds in generating his feelings
among the hearers then:

a. it is not art
b. it is art
c. anyone of the above
d. none of the above

9. Art is to be viewed as:
a. quasi-divine
b. one of the conditions of human life
c. a means of commerce
d. uninspiring

10. Every work of art causes the receiver to have a
relationship with:

a. the art market
b. with the artist and others who received
the art before
c. with the funding authorities
d. with the art school


